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Collisional-Radia tive Model for Non-Equilibrium Cesium Plasma 
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Abstruct 
Macroscopic natures of the non-equilibrium cesium plasma re deccribed by a collisional-
radiative model， in which the excited atoms play a substantial role. Up to this time， 
only the resonance state 6P has been considered for the excited state in the collisional-
radiative model because the probability of the excitation to the resonance state is very 
high in comparision with that to the other states. In the present work， the collisional-
radiative model including seven excited states is considered and it is shown how the 
inclusion of the excited state other than the resonance one leads to a satisfactory 
description for the p'lasma properties. 1 t isconfirmed that the number of the excited 
state should be increased as the temp巴ratureand the pressure decrease. 
S 1. IBtroduction 
Since cesium atom has the lowest ionization energy and large excitation cross sections， 
a cesium plasma with high elctron density， high electrical condu仁tivityand high efficiency 
of light emission can de produced easily. There are many engineering applications 
utilizg alkali metal vapor plasma， for example， MHD generators using thermally ionized 
gases， thermionic-converters using surface ionization， ion propulsion and high pressure 
discharge lamps. 1 n MHD generators， a nonequilibrium plasma produced by applying 
external electric field to the thermally ionized plasma has been used in order to increase 
1-3) the electrical conductivity..L -OJ Here， the nonequilibrium plasma is defined as the one 
in which the electron temperature is always higher than those of the neutral atom and 
ion. In thermionic converters， a great deal of interest has been directed on the arc 
4) mode operation， in which the space charge is neutralized."<J 1 n discharge lamps， both 
thermal and electric field ionizations play the part for generating charged particles. 
The plasma in most alkali vapor plasma devices are regarded as the nonequilibrium plasma. 
Macroscopic quantities of such plasmas described by，collisional and radiative proc己sses.
The simple号tmodel for describing plasma properties is the model of local thermal 
5) equilibrium，V' in which details of elementary processes are not concerned. This 
model may be used effecti-rely for the study of' arc discharge at a relatively high 
p.Fessure. For a very low density. the corona model， in: which the dominant 
processes are collisional ionizatizon and recorrtbination， or collisional excitation and 
radiation is valid. For the intermediate region between the region in which the corona 
model is valid and the region in which the local thermal equilibrium model is valid， 
6) T __ ， 7) the collisional-radiative model has been proposed by Bates. V/ Inoue et al.' / have 
applied the collisional:-raaiative model to cesium plasma. They considered the steady 
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state in which the elementary processes such as collisional ionization， excitation， 
recombination， radiation and diffusion are balanced as a whole， and th巴 momentum and 
the energy are conserved. 
1 n cesium plasma， it has been known that not the direct ionization by collision of 
electron with the atom in the ground state， but the stepwise ionization by collision of 
electron with the excited atom is a dominant process for the generation of the charged 
particle.8) When an alternating electric field with small amplitude is applied to a d. c 
discharge plasma， the plasma impedance defined as the ratio o.f the a. c voltage to 
the a. C current can be measured. The expression for the plasma impedance was 
derived from the macroscopic transport equations reprDsenting the continuity of the 
particle and the conservation of the momentum and the energy for al constituents and 
thus it was confirmed that the elementary processes involving the excited atom contri-
bute significantly to the macroscopic properties of the plasma.9) Noting such an 
important role of the excited atom， a new technique for producing cesium plasma has 
been developed， inwhich the excited atoms are produced by ir・radiationof the resonance 
10) radiation from the outside and then ionized through the collision process. 
Though it has been recognized that in a cesium plasma the excited atoms play an 
important role， the excited atoms except ones of the resonance state 6P have been 
7) neglected in the collisional-radiative model， 'J because the excitation cross section to 6P 
state is larger than those to the other巴xcitedstates. However， there remains a 
question wh巴therthe excited atom in the other states affects the macroscopic properties 
of the plasma or not. In this paper， we will consider the collisional-radiative model 
including seven excited states and show how the inclusion of the excited state other 
the resonance one leads to a satisfactory description for the plasma properties 
depending on the pressure and the temperature. It is confirmed that the number of 
the excited state should be increased as the pressure and the temperature decrease. 
~ 2. Collisional and Radiative Processes in Nonequilibrium Plasma 
1 t isassumed that cesium atom is in one of nine energy states， that is， the 
ground state 6S， the excited state 6P， 5D， 7S， 7P， 6D， 8S and 8P and the 
free state. W巴 indicate the excited states by the symbols 1， 2， 3，…・・7 starting 
from the lowest excited state， while the ground state by g and the free state by i. 
These energy levels are showen in Fig. 1. The figures in the parentheses r巴fer to 
the above symbols. The density of the atom in an energy state or that of the 
electron dep巴ndson the production and loss rates which are governed by the collisional 
and radiative processes. Ther巴fore， the occurrence rate of the collisional and 
radiative processes per unit time， i.e.， the collision frequency or the recombination 
coefficient must be expressed as a function of the temperature and the density. 
Now， we will consider the various collisional and radiative processes in the 
nonequilibrium cesium plasma and estimate the collision frequency or the recombination 
coefficient. 
2.1 Ionization 
Both the direct ionization by electron collision with the atom in the ground state and 
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Fig.1 Energy state diagram. 
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the stepwise Ionization by electron collision 
with the exc抗告datom are consider芭d as the 
mechanism for the electron-ion pair production. 
The number of the electron-ion pair produced 
by the electron collision with the a tom in the 
ground state per unit time， that is， the 
corresponding ionization frequency !) ~~， is given 
色12:1
as follows : 
レegi Ng ~∞fe (We)山肌)ve机 2 (1) 
Wi 
where σis the ionization cross section by 
egl 
the electron collision with the ground state 
atom，Ng the density of the ground s tateatom， 
f ~ (W J the electron energy distribution function， e e 
vethe electron thermal velocity， Wethe 
巴lectrorlenergyandWi the ionizatlorIEnergy of the ground state atom .The ionization 
frequ巴ncyfor the stepwis巴 ionization !) _:: is given by 
eJl 
.0。
νej i = Nj ¥ fe(We)σej i (We) Ve dWe. (2) 
Wi-Wj 
whereNjls thed巴nsityof the jth excited atom， σthe stepwise ionization cross 
eJl 
SectIon by ehctrorI Coil1510IIWIth the ]thexcited atom，mfj the exCHatlon en巴rgycorres-
ponding to the jth state and the subscr・ipt j ref巴rs to a numeral' from 1 to 7. 
As to the ionization process， there is another process in which the molecular ion is 
produced by collision between the excited atoms. Since th巴 crosssection of this proc巴ss
。211) 
is less than O. 2 A W H! this proo巴sscan be neglected in an ordinary cesium plasma. 
2. 2 Excita tion 
Th巴巴xcitationfrequency to the jth state by the electron collision with th巴 neutral 
a tom is given by 
.00 
Yegj = Ng ¥ fe (We)σegj(We) Ve dWe， 
明1j 
where σis the巴xcitationcross section to the jth state. 
egJ 
(3) 
1n order to estimate these collision frequenci巴s，it is n巴C巴ssaryto know the valu巴
of the cross section as a function of th巴巴I巴ctronenergy. However， the knowlege 
of these cross sections is lacking except for those of th巴 crosssections of the direct 
ionization，12)the excitabor113)to the r巴sonancestate6P and the stepwise ionization14) 
of the 6P state. Therefore， we have calcu!ated the ionization and excitation cross 
15) sections using the model propos巴dby Gryzinski ~VI who estimated the cross section 
by treating the inelastic collision as the c1assical collision between a free electron and 
the outermost bound electroj1 of the atom. The expression for th日 crosssection for 
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an optically allowed transition given by G ryzinski is expres sed as follows 
σegj (W.) =σ(W j，W"We ) ー σ(W j +エ，Wi~We)~ (4) 
where We ¥ 3/2 σ(Wj，Wi，We) =一一一一 ( ーWj2 We 'We十 Wi × 
〔客十 +-?(1 引)ln { 2.7十(巴示Y!.i_)勺Jx 
( 1 やーl+Wi/(Wi+Wj)， (5) 
旦ndσ。=6，56xIO-14 (巴V2 crn2) ， (6) 
The collisional 巴xCltatlOncross s巴ctionfor an optically forbide.en transition is given by 
σegj (We) =長:五 すずj十l-Wj羽Tj gexch 
Where ( Wj2 Wj (We-Wj) 
gexch = (前芋W万(W汗Wi-Wj) Wi(Wj+1-Wj) WeくWj+1，
(7) 
Wj2 Wj (8) 
(W.+Wi) (ず汗W戸両'5てWe+町二W戸 We>Wj+1，
The ionization cross seetion foτGryzinski model is giv己nby 
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Fig圃2Collisional excitation probabiliti邑S 1"ig.3 CoHisional ionization probabilities 
C旦lculat号dby Gryzinski model. calcl.l抗告dby G:ryzinski model. 
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れ ji(W.) =σ(Wi -Wj， Wi -Wj， W.) (9) 
The collisional excitation probabilities calculated using the Gryzinski model， that 
is， the excitation frequencies divided by the density of the ground state atom ν/N eg] g 
are shown in Fig. 2 as a function of th巴 eiectrontemperature， where a Maxwell-
Boltzmann cli只tribution for the electrons is assumed. Moreover， the collisional 
ionization probabiliti巴s calculatad using the Gryzinski model， that is， the ionization 
frequ巴nciesdivided by the population of the excited stateν:; /N， are shown in Fig.3. 
e]l ] 
2.3 Recombination 
In c邑sium plasma， the three body， the radiative and the dissociativ巴 recombination
processes are the possible recombination processes. Although the dissociative 
recombination coeffici巴ntis not smaller than those of other processes. it is insignificant 
because the density of the molecular ion is smaller than that of the atomic ion as 
discussed previously. 
The three body recombination coefficient can be巴xpressedin terms of the lOnization 
cross section u.sing the principle of detailed balance. That is to say， in thermal 
equilibrium the rate of the ionization by the 巴lectroncollision with the atom in an en巴rgy
stat巴 is equal to the rate of the recombination to the energy state by three body 
collision between two electrons and ion : 
N. "eji = N.2 Ni sj， 。
whereβlis the three body recombination coefficient.I n thermalequabrium，th巴
population of the excited state is given by the Boltzmann distribution : 
Nj Ng..lU_ exp (-W;/kT.)， 
gg 
and th巴 electrondensity is given by th巴 Saha equation: 
立dL=(竺号主主)叫 exp(-W i /kT.)， 
A 司 g ・‘
。古
(12) 
wheregj and gg are the statistICal weight of the exCIted statej and the ground state 
g respectively， k the Boltzmann constant， h th巴 planckconstant and me th巴 electron
mass. Substituting eqs. (1) and (12) into eq. (10)， we obtain the three body recombination 
coefficient as follows: 
sj =守子 ft(両生TJ)日 exp(ち守1)， 帥
The above recombination co巴fficientwas estimated for the case of thermal equilibrium， 
but eq. (13) is valid for the nonequilibrium system b巴causethe recombination cross section 
is independent of wheth巴rthe system is in thermal equilibrium or not. 
The radia tiv巴 recombination coefficients calculated by Norcross and Stone 16) 
using the quantum defect method are listed in Table 1. The radiative recombination 
coefficients for arbitrary temperature which is not shown in the table is estimated by 
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Level I ~k} 
a {Te} XlQ15 叩 13jsec
1800 2200 2曲。 3000 34凹
6S 1.34 1.15 1.01 0.89 0.797 
6P 137 124 114 106 9瓜9
5D 322 293 272 255 241 
7S 0お3 0.278 0.239 0.208 0.184 
7P 43.8 39.6 36.4 33.9 31.8 
6D 65.3 60.1 56.1 53.0 50.4 
8S 0.198 0.165 0.140 0.122 0.108 
Table 1 Radiative recombination coefficients 
interpolation using the numerical values 
shown in the table. 
2. 4 De-excita tion 
The excited atoms are depopulated by 
de-excitation by the electron collision， 
the natural decay by emission and the 
step ionization from this excited state. 
The de-excitation cross section through 
the electron collision is expressed in 
terms of the the excitation cross section 
using the principle of detailed balance in 
the sam巴 manner as for th巴 case of 
the three body recombina tion coefficient 
k λk (A) fjk 
6 P 1 / 2 6 S 1 I 2 日944 3 94XIO-1 
6P 3 / 2 。 13521 8. 1 4X 1 0-1 
5D 3 /2 6P 1 12 3 0 1 0 0 2.51XI0-1 
5D 3 I 2 6 P 3 /2 3 6 1 3 9 2. 11 X 1 0-2 
5 D 5/2 34 892 2. 0 4X 1 0-
1 
7 S 1 / 2 6P 1 /2 1 3 5 8日 1. 71XIO-1 
6P 3/2 14695 2.08XI0-
1 
7 P 1 I2 6 S 1 /2 4 5 9 3 2. 8 4X 1 0-3 
7P 3 /2 4場 4555 1. 74XIO-2 
7P 1 I 2 7 S 1 /2 3 0 9 5 8 5. 5 6X 1 0-1 
7 P 3 I2 2 9 3 1 6 1. 11XIOO 
6 D 3 / 2 6 P 1 / 2 87 6 1 2.98XIO-
1 
4切 日P3 / 2 92 0 9 3. 97XI0~2 
日D5/2 5P 1 /2 9 1 2 7 3. 3 3X 1 0-
1 
5D 3 / Z 7P 1 /2 1 Z 1 4 7 1 3.27XI0-1 
" 7 P 3 /2 1 5 5 7 0 7 3.20XIO-Z 
日D5/2 7P 1 /2 1 1 544 9 3.09XIO-
1 
8 S 1 / 2 6P 1 / 2 76口9 2. 0 2X 1 0-
2 
" 日P3/2 7944 2. 04 X 1 0 -2 
" 7 P 1 / 2 3 9 1 9 2 2. 9 7X 1 0~1 
" 7 P 3./2 4 2 1 85 3.33XI0-1 
8P 1 /2 5 S 1 / 2 388日 3. 1 7X 10-
4 
8 P 3 / 2 387 5 3. 4 9X 1 0~3 
8 P 1 /2 7 S 1 /2 1 3 940 5 1 5X 10-3 
日P3 / 2 1 3 7 8 1 2.56XI0-Z 
Table 2 Oscillator strengths and transition probabilities 
σjg (W.) = .Jk_型止空1 σegj (We十Wj).
耳j We 
where σ 司 isthe de-excitation cross section. 
eJg 
Einstein transition probability from th巴 jthstate to the kth state by 
related to the oscillator strength f jkby 
A'k = __ 2πe2 gj +. 
jkεomeCA2 j k gk 'j 
Ajk 
3. 2 7X 1 0 7 
3‘ 7 3X 1 0 7 
9. 2 lX 1 0 5 
1 0 7X 105 
7.48XI05 
6. 1 8X 1 0 6 
1. 2 8X 1 0 7 
8. 9 5X 1 05 
2. 7 9X 1 06 
3 86XI06 
4 31XI06 
1. 2 9X 1 0 7 
3 11 X 1 0 6 
昌 75X 1 0 6 
7. 3 9X 1 04 
8.79XI03 
5 1 5X 1 0 4 
2 3 3 X 1 0 6 
4. 03 X 1 0 6 
1. 2 9X 1 06 
2. 4 9X 105 
1. 39XI05 
7. 7 4X 1 0 5 
1 77 X 1 0 5 
4 4 8X 1 0 5 
([4) 
em1ss10n IS 
M 
where λjk is the wave length of the light emitted by the transition from th巴 jth state 
to the kth state， c th巴 light speed and e the electron charge. The oscillator strengths 
17) and the transition probabilities calculated by eq. (15) are listed in Table 2. 
In optically thick plasma the self-absorption occurs， that is， the light emitted by 
the atom is partly ahsorbed by the atom. Therefore the rate of natural decay per 
unit time is given by the product of Einstein transition probability and the transmission 
probability Pjk which repres巴ntsthe degree of the self時 absorption. Since th巴 density
of the excited atom is smaller than that of the ground state， the self -absorption 
except for the transition to the ground sta te is very small. Hence， we as sum巴 that
the transmission probability of the light for the transition to the excited state is equal 
to 1， The transmission probabilities of the light for the transition to the ground state 
18) are taken from the paper of Oshitani et al.. 
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2. 5 Diffusion 
The radial diffusion process is on巴 of loss processes of th巴 charg巴d particle. 
Assuming the ambipolar diffusion， the difIusion time is given by 
τ=(JL)2-JLー (16)
2.4' ftikTe 
where R is the radius of th巴 plasma.μ 司 theion mobility. which was measured 
experimentally by Chanin. 19) 
S 3. Rate Equations 
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We consider seven states for the excited state. The excit巴datom in a level lying 
above the seventh level is ionized with high probability b巴causethe energy nec巴ssaryto 
ionize starting from this excited state is 1巴ss than O.3eV and the corresponding 
ionization cross section is very large in comparision with those from seven excited levels. 
Therefore， it can d巴 consid巴redtha t the excited 1巴vels lying above th日 sev巴nthlevel 
can be regarded as a virtual free sta t巴
1 n our model， th巴 collisional transitions between the excited states are neglected 
becaus巴 ofthe fact that their rates ar巴 lessthan the rate of the excitation by th巴
巴lectroncollision with the ground state atom， and that the energy gaps between the 
巴xcitedstates of cesium atom are less than 0.4巴V and therefore th巴 collisional
transition from the jth stat巴 toth巴kthstat巴 isalmost canc巴ledout by tha t from the kth 
state to the jth state. 
The densities of the electron， ion and atom dep巴nd on the production and los s 
processes which are govern巴dby collisional and radiative processes discuss巴din S 2.
Setting the rate of the production of a particle to be equal to th巴 rateof the loss， 
the rate equations for the el巴ctron，the excited atom and the ground state atom are 
given as follows r巴spectively，
Ne "egi + Ne Z (νeki -Neαk-Ne2 sk)-Ne/τ0， 
k 
Ne (νegj-l.ieji-lJejg+Ne αj + Ne吋j)+ Z Nk Akj Pjk -Nj Z Ajk Pjk 0 
k>j kくJ
Ne 1:(νekg -Vegk) + Ne (Neαg + Ne2 sg -"egi十 ZNk Akg Pkg = 0，。ヵ
k 
wher巴 thequasi-n巴utralityof plasma N A ~ N; is assumed. The initial density of cesium 
巴 1
atom N A is related to th巴 otherdensities by the following relation， gO 
Ngo Ne十 Ng+ Z Nj 。母
Since the collision frequenci巴sand the recombination coefficients have b巴巴nalready given 
as a function of the temperature and densities， w巴 canexpr巴ssthe electron density as 
a function of the electron temperature solving simultaneously ten equations; eqs. (1わth巴
rate equations for the electron， the six excited state atoms and the ground state atom 
and巴q. (18) the relation between the densities. 
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The electron densities as a function of the electron temperatur巴areshown in Fig. 4， 
in whi ch the parameters represent the initial density of cesium atom. The brok巴n
lines represent the electron density calculated QY Saha eq¥lation， eq. (12). In low 
temperature and low pressure region， the electron densities given by this model are 
less those by the Saha equation. The electron densities approach gradually to those 
evaluated by the Saha equation with increasing the temperature and pressure. 
In order to illustrate how the inclusion 
of the excited state other than the resonance 
one allows us to give an accurate descr・iption
of the plasma properties， we consider the 
model with different numder of the excited 
state， i.e. ， the electron density is calculated 
by taking one， three， five and seven excited 
states into account respectively， and the 
results are listed in Table 3. At the high 
temperature and the high initial density， 
the electron densities are independent on the number of the excited state considered. 
When the temperature and the initial density are low， the electron density decreases 
処
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Fig.4 Electron densities as a function 
of the electron temperature with 
a parameter of the intial density. 
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Tahle 3 Electron densities calcu¥ated by the model with different number of 
the excited state 
with th巴 decreaseof the number of the excited state. 
S 4. Discussion and Conclusion 
We calculated the electron density of the nonequilibrium cesium plasma on the basis 
of the collisional-radiative mod巴1involving not only the resonance state but also seven 
excited states. From Fig.4， the号lectron densities given by our model are 1巴ss
than those for local thermal eguilibrium when the electron temperature and initial 
density are low. Since the loss by diffusion and radiation increases with decreasing 
the temperature and the pressure， the local thermal equilibrium attained by the 
collision is broken and the electron density is reduced to less than tnat in thermal 
equilibrium. 1 n fact， we estimated the electron density considering only the collision 
process but neglecting the diffusion and the radiation processes and obtained the same 
value as that given by the Saha equation for whole ranges of temperature and density. 
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When the electron temperature and the initial density are high， the electron 
density is constant independ巴nton the number of the excited state being involved in 
the model (Table 3). Theref ore， itis sufficient to consider only the resonance state 
6P for the excited state. However， at th巴 lowtemperature and the low initial density， for 
example， at the initial density 1014 cm-3 and the electron temperature of 18000k， th巴electron
density calculated by the model with seven excited states is higher than eight times 
tha t with only th巴 r巴sonance stat巴 forthe excited state. Since the the collisional 
excitation probability or excitation frequency corresponding to the resonance state is 
very high in companslOn with the excitation probability corresponding to upper stat巴as
shown in Fig.2， the population of th巴 resonanc巴 stateis very large. Inversely， the 
stepwise ionization probability of the excited atom in upper energy state is higher than 
that in lower巴nergystate as shown in Fig.3. As the rat巴 ofthe stepwise ionization 
by the electron collision with the excited atom depends on the product of the excitation 
probability and the stepwis巴 ionizationprobability， the excited atom in the upper state 
can not always be neglected by the reason tha t th巴 excitation probability is low. 
The collisional excitation cross section for an electron with an energy just above 
the excita tion en巴rgyhas very large value. If the electron temperature is low， a part 
of electrons with high energy in the electron energy distribution can excite an atom， 
and the number of electrons participating in the excitation to the upper stat巴 isnot 
small as compared with that to the lower state. Therefor， the excited atom in 
the upper state can not be neglect巴d. When the electron temperature incr巴ases，
the number of electrons participating in the excitation to th巴 lowerstate increases more 
than that to the upp巴rstate. The excited atom in the lower state plays a dominant 
role and the number of the excited state which should be taken into account decreases 
with increasing the temp巴rature.For higher pr巴ssure，the number of the excited state is 
similarly small. Since collisions occur frequently， the loss by diffusion and radiation can 
be neglected and the system approaches the local thermal equilibrium. 
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